
Multiple-choice questions on the true and false contradictions of the crisis thus 
revealing the serrated folds of political speech and critical theory  
 

: A human trafficking camp found near the Malaysia-Thailand border here 
may have potential to be a tourist attraction, said Datuk Seri Shahidan Kassim (pic). 
 

[insert pic of poem smiling 
 
or: note to the municipal production of selfies and bestiaries at SEA 
 
which somehow tilts the poem into the picaresque, or the opposite; manufacturing 
tendencies] 

 
 
deter human trafficking activities from taking place as there will be more people coming in 

1 
 
(a)  as tourists we engage spaces of this sort opening up wonder in this artistic project of 

evident structures / subsuming potential or fake displays of moral outrage / belying the 
nd the 

local sublime / from the comforts of juxtaposition with and travel to / where there are 
unenviably none of the above structures of comforts / how sad now the tourists have 
long faces / but pursuant to the choice between contradiction and death/ tourists are 
Aufhebung the superlative living kernel of contradiction in their proximity to deaths 

 
(b)  as tourists we embrace the culture industry like any faithful disciple of Adorno / privy 

to how culture and society form a historical totality / so to overcome any moral failures 
not that we have any / we first need a death camp as grand as Dachau as an integral 
part of our cultural enlightenment / toward which we are working / because the twin 
towers are so postmodernist and passé / we must dig deeper and engage History and 
hell and show again that Malaysia boleh 

 
(c)  as tourists we learn that Malaysia is not only truly Asia / from those if-you-think-

about-it racistly multicultural advertisements flaunting colorful Eng-Mal-Chin birds-
of-paradise / when really we are exotic-to-ourselves sing-song and occasionally racist 

                                                        
1 The Star, May 31, 2015. 
<http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2015/05/31/Shahidan-human-trafficking-camp-tourist-
attraction/>.  



fruit flies / the point is that those tourist displays hide how suffering is a very real part 
of human society / now that we are honest enough with our openness to human 
trafficking / more international travelers will flock to us and some will even opt to stay 
a night inside a wonderfully sturdy cage / looking out into the night sky / forget those 
lame shacks stitched together by the ghosts of those communist motherfuckers and 
orang asli weirdos / who knew that death camps in the jungle had such cultural cache 
for our new tourism board  

 
(d)  as tourists we become Other to ourselves / we transcend nature / we are Other to the 

spectacle / which the topos of Malaysian education all extracurricular and outside of 
the classroom mends / by organizing and rearranging desires and our loyalties to our 
precious citizenship / as we perceive the lack in others we are 1Malaysia / not just in 
fomenting speech / or come nightfall 

 
 
(from Sea Hypocrisy, previously published in The Little Basket: New Malaysian Writing 2016) 
 
 
 
 


